The proposal on security

PALANTIR targets cost-effective, fully orchestrated cyber-security services to safeguard SMEs and MEs' key assets by detecting and countering cyber threats.

The PALANTIR innovation

PALANTIR's core for monitoring and combating cyber threats relies on configurable security functions, deployed as Security-as-a-Service (SecaaS) upon incident detection.

PALANTIR bases on capability models that are aligned with the detection and mitigation policies set by operators.

Our security results

Unified heterogeneous data collection and enforcement of reaction capabilities by rolling out SecaaS packages.

Detailed extraction of runtime and metric information from virtual layer, plus extended lifecycle management for SecaaS.

Catalogue for reliably indexing and filtering SecaaS susceptible of on-demand provisioning.

Procedures for risk assessment and reduction proposals aligned with the ENISA SME Risk Management Framework.